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CHAPTER 8

M

ost successful business leaders know the concept
of the Three ‘Ps’ — People, Process, and Product. Those
same leaders should know (many do not) that the first
among equals in the equation is the People. An
organization can have the finest products with production
engineered with the best processes. Still, unless you have
the right people, with the right training, who are
dedicated, loyal to the brand and team, and supportive of
the mission, you are destined to fail.
That is why Weejy and Tom had decided to focus on
the people aspect in their training and consulting services.
Things had worked out in such a manner that they had
forgotten, or at least dropped the idea, of entering the
‘spy on the competition’ concept they originated back at
the bar in San Antonio. They knew leadership and would
focus on the importance of people in the organization.
They argued there are three more ‘Ps’ that leaders at all
levels must be aware of if they are to succeed. Patience,
Preparation, and Participation are equally important
aspects and where your employees can make or break
your organization.
Patience- Successful leaders must have patience with
their followers. Follower is the term Weejy and Tom
preferred to use, rather than subordinates or workers.
Subordinate, to them, had a negative context that
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indicated the lower-level employees were less important
and nothing could be farther from the truth. Leaders
should also understand that their followers will make
mistakes from time to time. Too often, a person will make
a mistake and be reprimanded or even dismissed when so
much more benefit would come by making it a learning
opportunity.
Preparation- Preparation was one of Tom’s main
points to argue. A leader must always ensure the follower
is prepared to take on not only the current task, but also
be prepared to take the next step. A good leader will have
one or two followers in the process of preparing to
assume the position of the leader. Extra training,
shadowing, boss-for-the-day, and delegation of tasks are
all active steps a leader can take to prepare his or her
followers for future success.
Participation- Likewise, a good leader never misses an
opportunity to get followers involved in the operations
side of the business. Nothing says ‘I trust you’ like
bringing a few mid-level staff members into a budget
meeting or to help review progress reports from another
department. Being an active member of the team will help
increase a follower’s confidence in their abilities. That
confidence, in turn, will result in a more engaged and
productive employee.
Tom and Weejy’s argument was if you are focusing on
the three Ps of the business, People, Process, and Product
while stressing the three ‘People Ps’, Patience,
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Preparation, and Participation, everything else will fall in
line on its own.
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